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Egholm expands the product range with NEW compact 1 m3 utility
machine with innovative suction sweeper system

Egholm strengthen its market position as one of Europe´s leading manufactures of outdoor utility
machines and attachments, when bringing the new City Ranger 3070 to the market for larger compact
machines. “With a total weight of 3 tonnes, an engine capacity of approx. 70 HP and a new innovative
sweeping system, City Ranger 3070 will be a strong choice in this compact class of machines for many
areas”; says Søren Christensen, Sales Director at Egholm.
City Ranger 3070 represents; multifunctional use, Quick-shift, 1 m3 hopper capacity, high manoeuvrability
and optimum operator comfort, modern joystick and an inch pedal - just to mention some of its unique
features. In addition a fully new innovative attachment programme is under development and will be
introduced during 2020, whereas the first new attachment is the new sweeper system.

A true innovation in sweeping
With the launch of the new City Ranger 3070 Egholm also introduces a true innovation in sweeping
technology. The suction sweeper on the City Ranger 3070 has adjustable suction width and strength,
making it possible to adapt to each task. With adjustable suction width and power, the new sweeping
system makes it possible to take on a wide variety of tasks. The spring-loaded sweeper will flex when
hitting obstacles, reducing the risk of breakage.
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An innovative, multi-functional machine
The new City Ranger 3070 is built on many years of experience with developing and producing outdoor
utility machines and attachments and it will be an ideal machine for e.g. urban cleaning, cleaning of
parking facilities, and many other tasks to cover larger areas of cleaning.
The flexible articulated joint, placed between the two axles gives the City Ranger 3070 an incredibly
small inside turning circle of just 1650 mm. Short overhangs front and rear provide excellent
manoeuvrability along walls and around corners, securing access to the most confined spaces and to
operate close to obstacles. Furthermore, the basic machine weighs only 1710 kg, making ground
pressure low enough for the machine to be used on sensitive surfaces like lawns and pavements.
For optimum manoeuvrability the foot brake is fitted with an inch pedal, allowing the operator to slow the
machine without reducing engine rpm or oil flow on the working pumps. This is a valuable feature when
mowing larger areas. During turns the operator can keep the vehicle in cruise control mode and reduce
speed without losing power and performance on the working hydraulics. Once the inch pedal is released,
the vehicle returns to the set cruise control speed.

Caring for the operator
Operating a machine for many hours a day can be demanding on the operator. Therefore, Egholm has
focused on ensuring optimum operator comfort. Factors such as a multi-adjustable working position,
low cabin noise - only 69 dB(A), a unique ventilation system with A/C as standard and a 360-degree view
of the work area all contribute to making the City Ranger 3070 a great place to spend your working day.

Unique Quick-shift system
Thanks to Egholm’s unique Quick-shift system, attachment changes can be completed in just one
minute. Simply pick-up the front attachment with the machine, turn the handle and all mechanical,
hydraulic, water and electrical systems are connected and ready to go.

Dedicated attachments developed specifically for the City Ranger 3070
During 2020 a variety of winter and ground care attachments will be introduced. All of which define a
true multifunctional machine.
All attachments are developed and manufactured by Egholm based on the imperative requirement that
the machine and attachments must work together as one single machine with zero performance loss
when compared to single-use machines.
About Egholm:
Egholm A/S develops, produces and markets utility machines that keep roads, parks and outdoor areas clean and inviting all year round. Built by craftsmen in
Denmark, Egholm machines are in operation in cities and parks all over the world. With special attachments developed for the machines, Egholm machines deliver
perfect results no matter the task at hand. Egholm A/S is a family-owned and family-run company with deep roots in the West of Denmark. For more information on
Egholm, please visit www.egholm.eu.
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